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FOREWORD BY STEWART WINGATE
Gatwick has now been under new ownership for over two years. For the first time,
there is genuine competition between the major airports in the South East. The
purchase of Gatwick by a consortium led by Global Infrastructure Partners means that
passengers and airlines already benefit from intense competition between the South
East airports. Looking forward, competition looks set to increase as Stansted seems
likely to be in new ownership within a year. Moreover, recent press reports indicate
that there is now active consideration by the Government as to how and where
capacity expansion across the South East could best be achieved which might create
further competition between the airports.
Gatwick has been competing vigorously since the change in ownership. We have
been winning new routes to the UK’s key trading partners and providing direct
connections between London and high growth economies. In the last year, Gatwick
has attracted new routes to South Korea, Turkey, Vietnam, Hong Kong, China and the
Caribbean. We continue to provide connections to closer destinations with new routes
to Germany and Iceland recently announced and we have seen growth from some
of our established carriers including easyJet and Norwegian Air Shuttle. Gatwick’s
improving connections should help to maintain London’s role as a major hub.
We want to maintain this successful start. To do this, we will need to provide the
right facilities and service levels to improve our competitiveness and ability to serve
a dynamic and evolving airline industry customer base. We aim to deliver what
passengers and airlines want now and over the next several years by:
• competing even more vigorously for services in all market sectors, focusing on
balanced, point to point, short and long haul growth
• innovating and increasing efficiency in what we offer and how we deliver it
• delivering an improving level of service enabling us to serve the different
segments of the market well; and
• carrying out investment that will cost effectively deliver the facilities that an
efficient, service-oriented airport needs while correcting the under investment of
the past
Over the past year, my team has been working on what we want Gatwick to look like
in future. Many people participated in our public consultation on the airport’s draft
master plan, which outlined the strategic direction for the airport. We are now at the
stage of outlining the specific projects we want to take forward as part of that strategic
direction.
Under new ownership, we are on track to deliver the current £1.2 billion capital
programme and have been able to develop and execute new projects such as the
South Terminal Security area out of savings we have made through better design and
execution. At the same time, we have worked hard to improve the overall safety levels
for everyone working at or using the airport.
Looking ahead to 2014 and beyond, there is significant further investment required
to modernise and maintain the airport. In addition capital investment is needed for
expansion, greater operational efficiency and improving the passenger experience.
5
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We have developed a challenging business plan. Highlights include:
• Growth in traffic from around 34 million passengers today, to around 38 million
passengers as we approach 2020
• Growth in non-aeronautical spend per passenger through innovation and
improved offerings
• Improvements in all elements of the passenger journey through our airport,
leading to a much better experience for all types of passengers, while at times
delivering further operating efficiency.
• £1.15bn of capital expenditure between 2014 and 2020, thereby continuing the
rate of improvement since the airport changed hands.
We aim to deliver this despite the economic headwinds being faced in our industry,
including taxes and high fuel costs.
Airport competition in the South East is already delivering benefits for passengers
and airlines. We expect this competitive dynamic to continue and increase. We will
compete vigorously with the other London airports for traffic. We aim to compete
increasingly effectively with Heathrow for long haul traffic which will help to protect
London’s status as an international hub. We will also seek to compete for short
haul traffic primarily with Heathrow, Stansted and Luton. In this market, we aim to
increase our share of business traffic while continuing to improve service levels for our
predominantly leisure traffic base.
We believe that to compete effectively we must deliver efficiently continued
improvement in the passenger experience at Gatwick. In this way, we hope to
continue the pattern of attracting passengers and airlines to Gatwick. This business
plan supports that ambition and directly aligns with the new duties that the CAA is
shortly to be given, to protect passengers (and cargo users) where appropriate by
promoting competition.
We have separately made arguments to the CAA that the best way to improve the
passenger experience at Gatwick would be to allow us to compete directly with
Heathrow, Stansted, Luton and other airports in Europe. We believe that removing
the regulatory red tape would lead to an early and significant improvement in the
passenger experience. 25 years of regulation has not delivered an appropriate
passenger experience at the world’s busiest single runway international airport.
Competition should be given as much opportunity as possible.
This document sets out our plans for the period to 2020. It forms part of our
consultation with our airlines about the future of the airport. We hope that you find
our vision for Gatwick compelling.
Yours faithfully

Stewart Wingate
Chief Executive

INTRODUCTION
GATWICK’S AMBITION AND BUSINESS PLAN TO 2020

Gatwick is currently regulated by the Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA). The current regulatory period, “Q5”,
will expire on 31 March 2014. The CAA is considering
the nature of regulation, if any, after this date. The
CAA has requested that a process of constructive
engagement (CE) with our airlines should commence
on 1 April 2012, focussing on the key price control
strategic issues. In particular, the CAA has asked us to
discuss –

• Demand (traffic) possibly extending beyond
Q6
• Customer requirements for capacity, service
quality and operational resilience with clarity
around passenger priorities
• Major capital programmes aimed at meeting
current and future customer requirements with
a distinction between well understood core
and less defined discretionary capex;
• Customer priorities where options exist
• Major opex projects and operating costs
• Impact of projects on airlines operating costs;
• Incentive regimes for capex e.g. triggers,
opex and service quality and
• Outlook for Commercial revenues.

This business plan represents Gatwick’s first
submission to the constructive engagement process.
Following constructive engagement, in December
2012 we will provide the CAA with a final report
recording where there are differences of view, as
well as what we hope will be substantial areas of
agreement, about the future development of the
airport. In early 2013, we will also provide the
CAA with an updated version of this business plan
reflecting updated forecasts and outcomes from our
discussions with our customers.

It should be noted that this business plan is only a
stage in the CAA’s consideration of the regulatory
framework, if any, beyond 2014, allowing our airlines
to become familiar with the context of the price
control review. We hope that our airlines will be
able to provide their views on our vision. We would
expect some change in our forecasts following
constructive engagement as well as from our
continued engagement with our passengers. We will
also need to update this business plan for changing
circumstances, in particular those related to what is a
very uncertain economic environment.
We note that the requirement by the CAA to issue this
business plan is a lot more than would be required of
an unregulated competitive business subject to the
Airport Charges Directive. We continue to believe
that we do not hold substantial market power. We
will continue to make this case to the CAA in its
ongoing consideration of the competitive positions
of the London airports as they move into an era of
separate ownership. We will continue to press the
CAA to allow space for bilateral commercial contracts
to be a major element of the way forward at Gatwick.
Agreement to issue this business plan should not be
taken as acceptance by Gatwick that a conventional
price control is the appropriate way to regulate
Gatwick. We do not believe that it is.
We note that the Airport Charges Directive requires
that we provide a degree of transparency over
our charges. We consider that this business plan
substantially exceeds the transparency requirements
of the Airport Charges Directive.

The business plan we are presenting in this submission
covers the period to 2020. That is, we provide
forecasts for the 5 year period following the expiry of
Q5. In this business plan, we explain • The current market position of Gatwick
• Further developments in competition
• How we intend to attract passengers and airlines
to Gatwick
• The airport’s strategic priorities
7
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CHAPTER 1
GATWICK’S VISION & STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

1.1

AIRPORT COMPETITION IS REAL

For the first time, there is genuine competition
between the major airports in the South East. The
purchase of Gatwick by a consortium led by Global
Infrastructure Partners means that passengers and
airlines already benefit from the competitive dynamic
between the South East airports. Gatwick aims to
deliver what passengers and airlines want by • competing even more vigorously for services in
all market sectors, focusing on balanced, point to
point, short and long haul growth
• innovating and increasing efficiency in what we
offer and how we deliver it
• delivering an improving level of service enabling
us to serve the different segments of the market
well; and
• carrying out investment that will cost effectively
deliver the facilities that an efficient, serviceoriented airport needs while correcting the under
investment of the past

1.2

GATWICK TODAY

London Gatwick is one of several large airports serving
London and the South East. In 2011, around 135m
passengers used one of these airports. London and
the South East has long been one of the most vibrant
markets in the world in terms of airline competition.
Competition is now increasingly a fact of life for
airports as well.
Gatwick serves around 25% of the London and South
East market. London Heathrow is currently the market
leader with just short of 70m passengers in 2011,
representing 51% of the market. Gatwick welcomed
33.6m passengers in 2011. Significant numbers
of passengers also visited London Stansted (18m
passengers) and London Luton (9.5m passengers).
Other smaller, competing airports, including
London City (2.9m passengers), London Southend
(42,439 passengers, albeit with plans to grow) and
Southampton (1.8m passengers), serve the South
East market in different, overlapping ways. Heathrow
serves as a hub, providing facilities for around onethird of its passengers to transfer through the airport.
It has a significant amount of long-haul full service
traffic, although a significant proportion of its UK
originating passengers travel short haul. Luton and
Stansted also operate in this latter market by serving
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mainly short-haul Low Cost Carrier (LCC) and charter
traffic.
It is a distinctive feature of Gatwick that we aim to
provide services that compete in all sectors of the
London and South East market. We welcome short
haul, long haul, LCC, Full Service Carrier (FSC) and
charter traffic. We are the most important base for
one of Europe’s most successful airlines, easyJet. We
also serve important charter operations, particularly
Thomson, Thomas Cook and Monarch. We provide
connectivity from the regions to London, with
significant numbers of passengers travelling on Flybe,
easyJet and Aurigny. We accommodate the away
based operations of airlines like Ryanair, Norwegian
and airberlin. In addition to the major long haul leisure
operations of British Airways and Virgin, we are now
seeing the emergence of long haul services to the Far
East, with the arrival of Vietnam Airlines, Hong Kong
Airlines and Air China complementing the existing
long haul services provided by, for example, Emirates.
We understand that a number of our new services
to the Middle and Far East considered Heathrow
before choosing Gatwick, and it is our belief that the
facilities offered and services provided were as a much
a consideration as capacity and price. At the same
time as securing these long haul airlines, we have
also successfully attracted a number of airlines from
Stansted. airberlin moved routes from Stansted, and
Norwegian has continued to grow after its switch in
2009.
Of course, competition means we have had our share
of disappointments as well as successes. In the last
year or so, we have lost the services of Qatar, Air
Asia X and Delta Air Lines. The competitive nature
of the airport market means that short haul airlines in
particular have opportunities to base planes elsewhere
in Continental Europe. Ryanair and easyJet are very
public about their ability to move aircraft to the
most profitable routes across networks that extend
throughout Europe and, to some extent, beyond. The
same is true of other point to point operators. This
means that Gatwick is competing to attract airlines
not only with airports in the South East and Greater
London, but also with airports outside London and the
South East, in Europe and beyond.
It is well documented that within London and South
East there are peak time capacity constraints which
apply mainly to aircraft movements at Heathrow
and, at times, to other airports. However, there
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remains some availability at peak times to increase
such capacity and much greater availability outside
the peak. Importantly, there is plenty of capacity
potentially available to handle additional passengers
at all times of the day through larger plane sizes
and more efficient runway use. It is because of this
potential for growth that Gatwick has put so much
emphasis on improving the passenger experience.
Passengers have a choice, often have experience of
a number of airports, and can be expected to make
increasingly informed decisions as competition builds.

1.3

HOW WE EXPECT COMPETITION
TO EVOLVE

SUPPLY AND DEMAND
We believe that there is unlikely to be any major
addition to airport capacity in London and the
South East during the currency of this plan given the
Government’s current stance on runway development,
although we note recent commentary that capacity
expansion may be reviving as a Government
priority. With the inevitable time lags in bringing
major projects to fruition, airports will continue to
make best use of their existing capacity. Luton has
recently set out expansion plans while Gatwick has
ambitions to increase movements through better
use of our existing runway. There are likely to be
capacity increments at other airports as well. All these
developments contribute to a supply of additional
potential movements, including at the peak.

10
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continuing into the future. Full service facilities,
superior retail offerings and premium products are
some of the aspects that we will need to focus on. As
our service quality continues to improve, not least to
improve our attractiveness to business passengers, we
will increasingly look to take routes and passengers
from Heathrow.
While demand from the more mature airline business
models is forecast to slow down, our traffic forecasts
assume that they will continue to use Gatwick. This
means we must continue to supply and develop the
facilities that are important to these airlines for their
passengers. We also want to provide good service to
fast growing, low cost airlines. Efficient facilities, fast
turn operations and value for money are some of the
aspects that we will focus on. We expect easyJet to be
our biggest customer for the foreseeable future.
THE CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT OF HEATHROW

On the other hand, demand is likely to face continuing
headwinds from the economic situation in the UK and
in Europe generally. Risks remain on the downside
in the near to medium term. As a result, capacity is
unlikely to tighten as quickly as was foreseen even
a few years ago. This will leave (as the Competition
Commission (CC) identified in its report requiring BAA
to divest itself of Stansted airport) significantly greater
scope for the interplay of competitive forces than
foreseen by the CC in 2009. Gatwick must therefore
continue its transformation if we are to compete to
retain, and grow, airline and passenger traffic.

We expect a significant level of investment at
Heathrow to continue. In the last ten years, around
£1bn a year has been spent. The impact can be
seen in the improved Airport Council International’s
(ACI) Airport Service Quality survey (ASQ) rankings
of Heathrow airport, and in particular of its newer
facilities. From our passenger insights, we know that
the look and feel of Terminal 5 is very important to
passengers choosing to use Heathrow. While we
cannot replicate that level of spending, our business
plan includes projects to deliver levels of passenger
and airline experience that will be competitive with
what Heathrow currently has to offer, in line with our
ambition to compete with Heathrow for long haul and
business traffic. The ability to compete effectively for
passengers and airlines who already use Heathrow, or
who could potentially go to Heathrow, is an important
element of our business plan. The relative size of
the two airports means that a relatively minor loss
for Heathrow would be proportionately a somewhat
larger gain for Gatwick. Conversely, we need to
seek to prevent our existing traffic – particularly
airlines which currently use both airports – moving to
Heathrow and impacting Gatwick’s profitability.

EVOLVING AIRLINE COMPETITION

THE SALE OF STANSTED

We are forecasting that our fastest growth will be in
the long haul part of Gatwick’s business, in particular
from the growing economies of China and the Far
East. We see the successes we have had in attracting
airlines from Turkey, China, Vietnam and Hong Kong

We expect the impending sale of Stansted to
intensify the competition with Gatwick for airlines
and passengers, both in the low cost segments that
have previously been Stansted’s strength but also
in the faster growing, long haul business where a
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new owner might be expected to see many of the
benefits we have already delivered at Gatwick. So
far, we have been the beneficiaries in the competition
with Stansted. However, Stansted has both the spare
capacity and operational strengths to win this business
back – and more – unless Gatwick continues to
improve its offering.

1.4

ATTRACTING PASSENGERS AND
AIRLINES TO GATWICK

If we are to be successful in this new competitive
framework, we have to retain as many of our
existing airlines and passengers as possible. If we
are to grow, we need to attract new passengers
and airlines to the airport and we want Gatwick to
become increasingly a business airport for London,
competing with Heathrow. It is therefore imperative
that we understand what our passengers – existing
and future – want. While we have regular frequent
dialogue with our airline customers, we need also to
understand what their passengers are expecting from
Gatwick. We have therefore undertaken and reviewed
a range of passenger insight surveys and competitor
airports. As a result, we have identified areas which
are important to passengers, where competitor
airports have lessons for us and where improvements
to Gatwick will continue to be necessary. In particular,
there are opportunities to enhance our competitive
position by focusing further efforts on the overall
ambience as well as key processes that affect the
overall passenger experience.
We have already made significant progress on
security. There is more to do, but we also need to
extend the same approach to other key aspects of
passenger experience, including those where we will
need the co-operation of our partners.
There are several ways in which the overall airport
experience is reported on by passengers. One
of these is the regular ASQ survey, which reports
on passenger perceptions of all aspects of an
airport’s performance, including those elements
of performance not under the direct control of the
airport. The 2011 ASQ survey shows that while
Gatwick is improving in terms of our offering to
passengers, we still have some way to go. For
example, in our chosen set of European comparators,
we lie around mid-table, 11th out of 22. In terms
of our aspirations to retain and attract passengers,
this mid-table position is insufficiently ambitious.
The proposals in this business plan are intended to
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go beyond meeting the regulatory service quality
targets to improving Gatwick’s positioning overall with
passengers, thereby improving our ranking relative to
our competitors.
Based on all of the above analysis, we now think that
we have a good idea as to what passengers want
from Gatwick, as well as the improvements we need
to make if we are to persuade passengers to switch
from Heathrow, Stansted and Luton. Delivering an
improved passenger experience is therefore a key
part of our approach to succeeding in this newly
competitive market of London and the South East,
and is integral to our service proposition and capital
programme.
We have considered whether there is likely to be any
material difference between the wishes of passengers
and those of our existing and future airlines. In
general, we do not consider there to be any particular
reason why providing good facilities for passengers
should not be welcomed by airlines, current and
future. This sometimes requires additional investment,
and is therefore likely to mean some increase in
airport charges, although as we highlight below, we
believe some of our proposals should reduce the
total cost of operating from Gatwick. We also believe
that this has to be set against our shared interest in
ensuring passengers continue to use Gatwick; the fact
that airline charges at Gatwick compare well with our
competitors, and the higher airline yields that airlines
are able to obtain from Gatwick passengers.
A further important consideration as we developed
this business plan is whether – in a physically
constrained environment – we can meet the
aspirations of the differing airline business models.
To retain and attract low cost airlines, we need to be
able to offer an efficient and affordable airport. Our
work to improve on-time performance is one example
in this area. To retain and attract full service airlines,
we need to offer, for example, premium services. Our
premium security lanes are an example in this area.
To retain and attract away based airlines, the quality
of our surface access is important. Our planned
investment in the railway station, and efforts to retain
and upgrade the Gatwick Express, are important
here. We consider that Heathrow’s ownership of the
high quality Heathrow Express gives it a competitive
advantage which we will need to work hard to
overcome.
11
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We consider that our approach – and the plans set
out in this business plan – can meet the varying
aspirations of the different airline customers, and their
passengers. However, all our airlines and passengers
have a right to expect a good basic level of service
as is being provided by our improved family and
passenger assistance security lanes. The customer
training we have given all our staff can also be seen in
the increased number of compliments – and reduced
number of complaints – we are now recording.
We now turn to how our ambition “Competing
to grow to become London’s airport of choice” is
translated into strategic priorities.

Compete
to grow and become
London’s airport of choice

1.5

1

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

Our ambition is translated into a set of strategic
priorities by which we run the business. These
priorities cascade down to the individual objectives of
each of our members of staff.
DELIVER THE BEST PASSENGER EXPERIENCE
… by listening to our passengers and delivering the
kind of service that will make them choose to fly from
Gatwick.
In our business plan, we have included projects
to improve the quality of our terminals, such as a
refurbishment of Pier 3. We know that passengers
value the ability to get onto aircraft via a pier, so a
major part of our business plan is the investment
required to maintain 95% pier service in the North
Terminal. We are also planning projects to improve
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the arrivals process, something we know is important
to passengers, such as work to improve the arrivals
borders zone. The improvements to Gatwick station
will have been delivered by 2014, and we are
therefore not proposing any major further expenditure
on the station. We are, however, proposing a dramatic
increase in our surface access offering with the
planned passenger transport interchange.
HELP OUR AIRLINES GROW
… by understanding their goals and developing
commercial relationships.
We have included projects that will facilitate growth
in airline traffic. Many of the projects in our business
plan accommodate the continued growth in short
haul aircraft. However, we are also projecting the
need for A380 capability. Much of the work in our
asset stewardship programme is required to ensure
the continued efficient operation of our airside assets,
an area of key importance for our airlines. We also
aspire to negotiate commercial arrangements with our
airlines underpinning our intention to retain and grow
their business.
INCREASE VALUE AND EFFICIENCY
…by maximising income from retail, property and
car parks, lowering our operating costs and investing
efficiently.
We are forecasting the need for retail projects in both
our terminals, in particular the need to extend the
North Terminal International Departures Lounge to
meet the growth in passenger numbers as well as the
desire of our passengers to have an enhanced retail
experience. Many of our asset stewardship projects,
for example the replacement of the South Terminal
IAS plant room, are about reducing our ongoing
operating costs. Some of our projects are intended
to reduce our airlines’ operating costs, such as the
projects around common use check-in facilities. We
continue our drive to invest efficiently, a process that
started with our reworking of the Q5 capital plan.
The efficiencies delivered in Q5 are embedded in the
capital proposals beyond Q5. In terms of operating
costs, we will continue to increase the efficiency with
which we deliver our day to day operations, while
increasing service quality.

1

PROTECT AND ENHANCE OUR REPUTATION
… by building strong and constructive relationships
with our stakeholders based on openness and trust.
We are assuming that expenditure will be required on
our statutory commitments. Our work to improve our
surface access offering and the planned passenger
interchange, combining the various bus and coach
services currently provided at various places in the
airport, is important to the local community as well as
our customers. Engagement with our communities is
important, and we are considering an enhanced noise
scheme to address local concerns.
BUILD A STRONG ENVIRONMENTAL, HEALTH AND
SAFETY CULTURE
… by maintaining a relentless focus on achieving zero
incidents.
We can demonstrate an improved safety record since
the change in ownership. Our “Destination Zero”
programme is intended to keep an intense focus on
the safety of our staff, contractors and passengers.
Our capital proposals assume this improvement in
safety continues. It was a fantastic result to receive
formal recommendation for OHSAS 18001 certification
as well as retaining ISO 14001 certification. In terms
of our environmental ambitions, we are targeting the
achievement of our Decade of Change by investment
in, for example, an energy centre in each terminal
helping to reduce our emissions.
DEVELOP THE BEST PEOPLE, PROCESSES AND
TECHNOLOGY
… by investing in high performance people, driving
continuous improvement and deploying the right
systems.
Our business plan assumes we have met the Investors
in People standard as a signal of investment in
our workforce. We have assumed a level of costs
associated with continued investment in our IT
systems, as we replace time-expired assets.

13
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1.6

1

CONCLUSION

Airport competition in the South East and Greater
London is already delivering benefits for passengers
and airlines. We expect this competition to continue
and increase. Gatwick will seek to compete with
Heathrow, attracting long haul flights, thereby
supporting London’s status as an international hub.
We will also seek to compete with Heathrow, Stansted
and Luton for short haul traffic, thereby supporting the
most successful airline models in Europe .
Our competitive ambition must deliver continued
improvement in the passenger experience at Gatwick.
This business plan supports that ambition and directly
aligns with the new duties that the CAA is shortly to
be given, to protect passengers (and cargo users)
where appropriate by promoting competition.
We now turn to our projections of the traffic that we
expect to retain at, and attract to, Gatwick between
now and 2020.
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CHAPTER 2
TRAFFIC FORECASTS

2.1

2

SUMMARY

To compete to grow and become London’s airport of
choice, for both passengers and airlines, means that
we need to understand traffic demand and provide
services aligned to current and future airline and
passenger requirements.
Traffic forecasting in a competitive environment needs
to take account not only of general commercial and
economic conditions, but also of the specific factors
that will affect both passenger and airline decisions.
This includes, for example, the experience passengers
receive and the marketing and other efforts by
Gatwick and our competitors to retain and attract
airlines and passengers. In the last two years, following
new ownership, we have embraced the challenge of
competing through service improvement and have
been successful in securing airlines new to both
Gatwick and to the UK. That is why we believe that
taking a service based approach to the development
of the airport will be reflected in our future growth.
The competitive dynamic this implies means that
various airlines can be expected to respond differently,
depending on Gatwick’s competitive positioning,
the market opportunities available to us, and
how successful we are. Traffic forecasting in these
circumstances is more complex than it was in the past.
For example, the switch of airlines from Stansted to
Gatwick would not have been forecast by traditional
forecasting techniques, since it was competition under
separate ownership that drove this switch.
To ensure that Gatwick has a realistic and
substantiated view of future traffic demand, we
appointed SH&E, a company with extensive
traffic forecasting experience in different airport
environments, to advise on our traffic forecasts for this
business plan. SH&E produced long term passenger
forecasts for Gatwick in May 2011. These forecasts
were then shared with our airlines, through a number
of workshops, in the second half of the year. These
workshops enabled SH&E and Gatwick to share their
methodologies and data sources with our airlines.
It also provided an opportunity to substantiate the
foundation for development of the this business
plan, as traffic demand, both in absolute terms and,
crucially, composition, is central to the analysis of
business cases for investment, revenue generation
and operational improvements.

In January 2012, at the request of Gatwick, SH&E
updated the long term passenger forecasts. The main
reasons for this update were • Gatwick had recently won new services and
seen its traffic grow faster than we had originally
anticipated
• The source of long haul growth has primarily
shifted to Far East carriers, potentially signalling a
response to our improved service offering
• The current economic outlook appeared to have
deteriorated further since the original forecast,
although this had yet to be reflected in Gatwick’s
own short term growth.
The updated forecasts are somewhat lower than those
presented in May 2011, reflecting the slightly softer
demand outlook. Regression analysis has historically
shown a correlation between economic growth
and overall levels of air travel. However, UK GDP is
not the only determinant of traffic growth and the
relationship appears to be changing ; as the market
matures and as the UK and European economy faces
headwinds, the propensity to fly reaches a plateau
and price effects, including fuel and taxes, continue
to impact the affordability of flying. In addition,
increased competition between airports in the South
East is having an impact with some airports winning
and losing significant passenger numbers. This effect
has been most stark at Stansted which now has the
same number of passengers it had ten years ago.
Nevertheless, as an independent variable in long term
forecasting, SH&E consider that UK GDP is the best
proxy available and they continue to use it for the
unconstrained London and South East forecasts, albeit
with significant adjustments, in order to reflect other
qualitative judgements.
The traffic forecasts for Gatwick are the product of a
number of factors • The first three years are based on a bottom-up
forecast, driven by our market intelligence, various
levels of commitments given to us by airlines,
and an assessment of our continued success in
attracting new airlines, and
• The later period of the forecast is where the
bottom-up segues into the long run trend which is
influenced by total market growth and Gatwick’s
forecast market share.
15
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While long haul growth is forecast to be the fastest
growing part of our traffic, we expect it to remain the
case that short haul traffic, including charter traffic,
represents the majority of our traffic in the period up
to 2020. The challenge for Gatwick is how best to
accommodate the differing business models of our
existing and new airlines. Thus, while passenger and
aircraft movements may be important to the overall
traffic forecasts, understanding more about the
segmentation of traveller groups is central to enabling
development of service propositions better aligned
to differing needs. We are developing our approach
to this and working with our airlines to drive such
improvements.
Over the past decade , the airline industry has been
subject to a variety of external “shocks” e.g. Gulf
War, SARS, 9/11 and volcanic activity, none of which
could have been predicted, but all of which had a very
significant impact on air travel. Due to its nature, such
an event has not been built into our forecasts, but
remains a very real risk.

2.2

CURRENT FORECASTS

At the overall level, the base case passenger growth
averages just over 2% per annum for the first five
years of the forecast period. By 2018/19, 37.2m
passengers are forecast with a range of +4 million in
the high and -2 million in the low cases.
This base case forecast is around 1.5mppa lower than
that prepared in May 2011. This is equivalent to a loss
of two year’s growth by the end of the decade.
Our updated passenger forecasts (000s) are included
in table 2.1.
In the short term, reflecting recent successes, the
bottom up forecasts average 3% growth in the first
three years, outperforming the set prepared in May
2011, after which the forecasts return towards longer
term economic trends. In the medium term the
volumes are typically 3.5% to 4% below the May 2011
forecasts and 40m passengers are now reached in
2021/22, one year later than previously forecast. Long
haul growth is comparable to the previous forecasts
and accounts for over 19% of passengers by the end
of the forecast period.

000’S

BASE

LOW

HIGH

10/11

32,270

32,270

32,270

11/12

33,661

33,628

33,714

12/13

34,300

33,838

35,229

13/14

35,235

33,958

36,742

14/15

35,682

34,158

37,792

15/16

36,042

34,335

38,759

16/17

36,412

34,553

39,713

17/18

36,828

34,808

40,383

18/19

37,200

35,097

41,128

19/20

38,134

35,480

41,763

20/21

39,132

35,907

42,406

21/22

40,226

36,370

43,060

Table 2.1
January 2012 traffic forecasts

LH

SH

DOM

TOTAL

2010/11

15.5%

73.1%

11.4%

100.0%

2015/16

15.5%

73.4%

11.1%

100.0%

2020/21

16.1%

72.8%

11.1%

100.0%

2027/28

17.4%

71.9%

10.7%

100.0%

2035/36

19.7%

70.5%

9.8%

100.0%

Table 2.2
Share of Gatwick passengers
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The shares of long and short haul in our traffic is given
in table 2.2.
If we look at these percentages in terms of the
number of passengers, then the forecasts are as per
table 2.3.

Several features of the traffic forecasts should be
noted. First, there continues to be growth in awaybased carriers. Second, we see a faster growth in
non EU versus EU traffic. Third, we are targeting the
following areas as sources of new routes for Gatwick:
•
•
•
•
•
•

BRIC economies
Far East
Additional African destinations
US & Latin America
Canada
Other Eastern/Central Europe destinations

PASSENGER
FORECAST

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

Domestic

3,756,467

3,789,251

3,861,213

3,907,944

3,924,514

3,941,772

3,963,526

3,980,002

4,071,783

EU (Scheduled)

16,451,721

16,883,077

17,445,992

17,644,443

17,832,500

18,025,987

18,242,531

18,437,303

18,919,356

Non EU (Schedule)

3,714,348

4,264,659

4,420,525

4,484,124

4,536,541

4,590,434

4,650,298

4,704,714

4,832,523

Long Haul

3,999,812

4,329,054

4,605,784

4,720,144

4,808,436

4,898,961

4,996,580

5,089,064

5,287,656

Charter

5,738,652

5,033,959

4,901,259

4,925,748

4,939,935

4,954,852

4,975,272

4,988,918

5,022,652

Total

33,661,000

34,300,000

35,234,773

35,682,402

36,041,926

36,412,006

36,828,208

37,200,000

38,133,970

Table 2.3
Number of Gatwick passengers
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2

RISKS & OPPORTUNITIES

The latest base case reflects a balanced forecast,
capturing both positive and negative market forces.
However, even since its production, the overall
economic outlook has deteriorated, with a growing
consensus around subdued short term growth and
question marks around the extent and speed of
any recovery. The fortunes of the Eurozone will be
critical, not merely for the impact on growth prospects
generally, but also for the short haul focus of the
airport’s current airlines. In addition, the recent
loss by Gatwick of the Delta service highlights the
concentrated effort that the airport will need to make
to retain existing business, as well as to win new
business.
For the purposes of producing this business plan,
the base case has been used as our most likely
passenger growth scenario, with the high case used
for capital planning. However, past history of traffic
forecasting reveals multiple incidences of unforeseen
shocks to expected growth: 9/11, the Gulf War, SARS
and the recent financial crisis have all resulted in
considerable downturns in Gatwick’s traffic numbers.
As constructive engagement proceeds, there will be
opportunity to revisit the traffic numbers as well as
discussing how traffic risk should be addressed.
In terms of risk factors, we have not addressed the
following • Our current traffic forecasts do not include
“shocks”; the record of the last ten years is a
series of almost annual shocks (with snow and
ash being the most recent examples); how such
shocks should be included in the forecasts is an
issue to be resolved;
• It is clear that the risks with respect to traffic are
asymmetric, particularly as we get closer to our
capacity; how this asymmetry is reflected in the
forecasts or in the regulatory architecture is to be
resolved;
• Traffic forecasting has traditionally used UK GDP
as an important factor in the growth forecasts; it is
not clear that the linkage to GDP holds in the way
that it has done historically, particularly given the
competition between the South East airports.

weakened since the most recent forecasts. We will
need to keep this under review, as well as considering
the full range of other scenarios that might apply. On
the downside, examples would include –
• Even lower economic growth for a prolonged
period
• Deeper Eurozone crisis, the economic projections
generally assume an orderly restructuring within
Europe and not a disorderly default
• Significant fuel price increase leading to higher
fares, loss of routes and market contraction
• Loss of recently gained long haul services and / or
established carriers due to competition
On the upside, examples would include –
• Faster economic recovery and higher sustained
growth rates
• Greater success in capturing market share from
other London airports
• Faster acquisition of long haul routes
• Faster growth of our based airlines
We believe that the risks are weighted to the
downside.

2.4

CONCLUSION

The forecast of traffic is a key element in the
development of Gatwick’s longer term business plan.
We have produced a range of traffic forecasts to the
early 2020s. The tentative nature of these forecasts
is acknowledged, particularly given the economic
headwinds that are all too evident.
On that basis , we now turn to the service quality
proposals that we have developed, in part following
detailed review of the aspirations of our passengers.

In addition to understanding how these risks should
be incorporated, there are other uncertainties. As
indicated above, the economy appears to have
18
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3.1

INTRODUCTION

Gatwick’s positioning in the competitive market means
that it must be able to provide the quality of service
that different types of passengers demand. Unless
we can do so, we will not be able to attract the new
airlines and services that will add value to Gatwick’s
product range and enable us to grow our business.

3.2

IMPROVEMENTS MADE SO FAR

An immediate priority of the new owners was to
improve the service quality offered by Gatwick to
all our passengers. We placed a significant focus
on passenger security screening to ensure that we
provide a product that meets our passengers’ needs,
in some cases exceeding the quality standards
required by the current regulatory settlement. Initially,
this was focussed on ensuring passengers did not
have to endure unacceptable queues, and then
subsequently on investing in facilities, people and
processes to deliver a best in class security product
for our passengers. We note that since sale, we
have consistently met or exceeded our regulatory
obligations for security queues, in marked contrast to
Gatwick’s performance prior to sale.
More than two years later, the improvements can now
be seen. Successes initiated under new ownership
include the following initiatives IMPROVING THE PASSENGER EXPERIENCE
THROUGH SECURITY - THE NEW SOUTH
TERMINAL SECURITY AREA
For many people, going through airport security
can be their least favourite part of flying. That is why
Gatwick has designed and built a new £45 million
state-of-the-art security area in the South Terminal
with a focus on passenger-friendly processes
combined with high levels of security. To do this, we
removed the “Gatwick Village”, incurring a £9m loss
in retail revenue.

3
passenger groups who require more time and space
to complete the security process. This innovation
has had the additional benefit of allowing other
passengers to pass through security more speedily.
This innovation has therefore resulted in passenger
benefit across the board with compliments about
security up and complaints down. The introduction
by Heathrow of the same concept demonstrates the
success of competition in improving the passenger
experience.
PREMIUM SECURITY LANES
The introduction of a Premium security lane product
provides a dedicated service for first and business
class travellers, key passenger groups that we are
seeking to attract to Gatwick from other airports
in the South East. Unlike the previous Fast Track
- which was simply based on shorter queue times
- the Premium service focuses on creating a more
streamlined environment and personal service. As
our standard security services are meeting targets
to reduce queues, there is no longer a significant
difference in the time taken to get through any of
our security lanes.
SECURITY STAFF
We have trained all of our security staff in a Tourism
South East City and Guilds qualification in customer
service to ensure that our passengers receive
consistently high levels of service. The impact of this
training is evident in our improved compliments to
complaints ratio with respect to our security staff.
REVITALISING THE CHECK-IN EXPERIENCE

IMPROVING THE PRM AND FAMILY EXPERIENCE

Reducing queues and delivering a smoother checkin experience was one of our early priorities. We
listened to our passengers, who said they liked
to be able to check-in online and wanted more
self-service opportunities. We therefore partnered
with Norwegian – an airline which switched from
Stansted to Gatwick – to create a check-in ‘test lab’
in our South Terminal.

The introduction of our innovative Assistance Lane
security screening for passengers with reduced
mobility (PRM) and families with young children was
designed to help reduce the hassle and stress of
passing through security. We do this by providing
a more relaxed and targeted service offering to

We have given our passengers control of the
process which enables them to use self-service
kiosks to check in and tag their own bags, and in the
first five months of trialling the system we saw usage
leap from 35% to 85%, with an average transaction
time of less than 30 seconds.
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SNOW
Gatwick was particularly adversely affected in
the early months of 2010 by heavy snow fall. In
light of those events, the new management team
undertook a review of all aspects of our response
to adverse weather, including management of
terminals, snow plans, capability to respond and a
review of our snow clearing assets. We purchased
new snow clearing assets in 2010. The result of
this was that we were able to respond better to
the snow events in 2010 and 2011. This was in
favourable comparison to some competing airports,
which had not undertaken such a comprehensive
review and reform of their snow preparations and
investments. This difference in performance of the
airports affected, has at least in part encouraged the
changes that have since taken place at BAA airports,
which have involved further significant investment
in snow clearing assets and improvements in
processes.
PUBLISHING SERVICE INFORMATION
We now publish ground-handler baggage
performance to show our passengers how
the different ground-handlers at Gatwick are
performing, as well as to incentivise them to
improve service delivery. An example of this is given
in Figure 3.1. Since we started publishing this data,
performance standards have risen significantly, to
the ultimate benefit of passengers.
We have also agreed with the UK Borders Agency
that we will publish their performance data and this
is now available on our website.

SOUTH TERMINAL
FEBRUARY 2012

HOW ARE WE PERFORMING?
During February, Gatwick worked with our airlines and
handling agents to ensure 98.1% of flights at the
South Terminal had their bags delivered within 55 minutes.

HERE’S HOW OUR BUSIEST AIRLINES IN THE
SOUTH TERMINAL ARE PERFORMING
Airline

Handling agent

First bag within
20 mins of aircraft
arriving on stand

Last bag within
55 mins of aircraft
arriving on stand

% (of flights)

% (of flights)

93.5%

Menzies

Flybe

Swissport

93.1%

99.7%

765

2

easyJet

Menzies

83.1%

99.5%

1299

6

Ryanair

Servisair

94.0%

99.4%

349

2

100.0%

Traffic

Passengers

138

Flights outside
the 55 minute
service standard

Aurigny

0

Norwegian Air Shuttle

Servisair

63.4%

99.4%

331

TAP Air Portugal

Swissport

95.1%

99.8%

80

1

Aer Lingus

Menzies

88.1%

98.4%

239

4

Monarch

Swissport

82.0%

92.3%

262

22

Virgin Airlines

Swissport

91.4%

92.1%

139

12

Thomas Cook

Swissport

60.8%

85.6%

131

22

Baggage delivery performance is determined by the time
of arrival - indicated by the ‘on chocks’ time supplied
by the airlines’ handling agents and the delivery to the
baggage carousel, measured by Gatwick Airport.

Figure 3.1
Example of ground-handlers published performance
(February 2012)
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PASSENGER COMMITMENTS
In 2010, Gatwick became the first UK airport to
publish passenger commitments, outlining the
standards of service our passengers can expect. We
have been working more closely than ever with our
airlines, their handling agents and our other airport
partners who recognise that we all need to put the
passenger first and that we each have an important
role to play. Our current passenger commitments –
available on our website – are shown below -

Through collaborative discussions, these commitments
were endorsed by our airlines, handling agents and
the UK Border agency. The commitments are central
to our service focus and are publicly displayed on
our website and throughout the terminals. We have
also embraced the regulated service standards,
continuously improving our performance and going
beyond these standards, to develop a community
approach across a broader range of services, such as
check-in, arrivals baggage and border zones.

We’ll treat you as our guest
Tell us what you think and we’ll always listen
- Share your views in an email, letter or ‘tweet’ at any time of day or night and we’ll always
get back to you promptly
- We’ll listen to your suggestions and take appropriate action - we might even ask you to
get involved in solving the problem
If you need extra support, we’ll be there to help
- If you’ve got reduced mobility let us know and whether you arrive at our car parks,
entrance buildings, forecourts or check-in - we’ll get help to you as quickly as we can
- We’ll work with our airlines to get onto the plane to assist you as quickly as we can
- We’ll keep in touch with you throughout your airport journey
We’ll give you the retail and catering brands you prefer
- We’re constantly listening to your feedback through regular research to improve our retail offer
- We want you to rate our shops and restaurants to help us to improve the service
you receive

We hate queues
We’ll make it quicker for you to check-in

OUR PASSENGER COMMITMENTS

- We’re investing in technology to help airlines speed up the check-in process
- We’re supporting airlines that introduce online, self-service or night-before
check-in
We’ll make it quicker for you at security
- We’re investing £45m in new state-of-the-art security facilities in South Terminal

Gatwick wants to deliver the service you expect at every
stage of the airport journey.

- We’ve introduced assistance lanes for passengers with reduced mobility and families

Everyone who works at the airport - airlines, handling agents and other service partners - has a role to play in getting
you to and from your aircraft and departing promptly. We’re working hard every day with our staff, airlines, and our
partners to deliver the high standards of service that we know you expect.

- We’re adding more desks in the new immigration hall in South Terminal

We’ll make it easier for you at passport control
- We’re working with the UK Border Agency to deliver a secure and efficient
passport control

We love to be on time
We’ll do our best to get you away on time

We think it’s quite simple:

- We’ve introduced airport collaborative decision making to improve punctuality
- We’re improving runway efficiency to help keep flights on time
- We’re working with our airlines to monitor our performance and drive improvements

We’ll treat you as our guest - We’ll always try to offer you the very best
possible airport experience or make it right if we don’t.

On behalf of the airlines, I fully endorse Gatwick’s commitments
to passenger service -

We hate queues - We know you do too, so Gatwick is working hard with our staff
and airport partners to keep queues in all areas to a minimum.
We love to be on time - We’ll do our best to get you away on time.
In partnership with
On screen

Martin Spiers
Chairman, Airline Operators Committee
Disclaimer
Please note this artwork should not be reproduced
without the permission of the airline
Before going to print please ensure you have the
Pantone colour references.
This airline logo is only current and up to date on the
day it is downloaded from this site. Do not keep and
reprint from it at a later date as it may be superseded
by a more up to date version.

Disclaimer
Please note this artwork should not be reproduced
without the permission of the airline
Before going to print please ensure you have the
Pantone colour references.
This airline logo is only current and up to date on the
day it is downloaded from this site. Do not keep and
reprint from it at a later date as it may be superseded
by a more up to date version.

Disclaimer
Please note this artwork should not be reproduced
without the permission of the airline
Disclaimer

Before going to print please ensure you have the
Pantone colour references.

Please note this artwork should not be reproduced
without the permission of the airline

This airline logo is only current and up to date on the
day it is downloaded from this site. Do not keep and
reprint from it at a later date as it may be superseded
by a more up to date version.

feedback@gatwickairport.com
twitter: @gatwick_airport

Before going to print please ensure you have the
Pantone colour references.
This airline logo is only current and up to date on the
day it is downloaded from this site. Do not keep and
reprint from it at a later date as it may be superseded
by a more up to date version.

Current contact:
BAA Simon Edwards

www.gatwickairport.com
Disclaimer
Please note this artwork should not be reproduced
without the permission of the airline
Before going to print please ensure you have the
Pantone colour references.

Disclaimer

This airline logo is only current and up to date on the
day it is downloaded from this site. Do not keep and
reprint from it at a later date as it may be superseded
by a more up to date version.

Disclaimer
Please note this artwork should not be reproduced
without the permission of the airline
Before going to print please ensure you have the
Pantone colour references.

Please note this artwork should not be reproduced
without the permission of the airline
Before going to print please ensure you have the
Pantone colour references.

This airline logo is only current and up to date on the
day it is downloaded from this site. Do not keep and
reprint from it at a later date as it may be superseded
by a more up to date version.

This airline logo is only current and up to date on the
day it is downloaded from this site. Do not keep and
reprint from it at a later date as it may be superseded
by a more up to date version.

Current contact:
Not up to date

Current contact:
mark.kamis@delta.com

Figure 3.2
Our current Passenger Commitments
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3.3

PASSENGER INSIGHT

3
3.3.1

To ensure we have a good understanding of
passenger and airline needs, we have completed:
• new passenger research, via focus groups and an
online survey
• numerous bi-lateral airline meetings
• workshops and site visits with our Passenger
Advisory Group
• regular multi-lateral airline community meetings
• benchmark analysis and visits
We know that passenger expectations for good
service starts from their initial booking and their
journey to the airport, through to completion of
their trip. These expectations apply across all service
deliverers, including airline, airport and control
authorities. Recognising that service is a differentiating
opportunity in a competitive market, we continue to
work collaboratively with all stakeholders to develop
our offering.
Good service also provides an opportunity where all
service deliverers at the airport can focus around a
common goal, eradicating poor service experiences,
setting minimum standards and developing an
approach to airport growth which places Gatwick
and its partners in a stronger competitive position.
This approach allows Gatwick to compete with other
airports for growth, whilst leaving room for our airlines
to differentiate their service offers at Gatwick.
Therefore, developing a detailed understanding
of what these standards, expectations and service
delighters are, is key to commercial success. We have
used numerous channels to collect feedback, insight
and data to help improve our understanding of the
differing needs of passengers and airlines, so that we
can align services and products to them to assist in
delivering our first strategic priority directed to the
best passenger experience.

COMPREHENSIVE CUSTOMER RESEARCH

In order to test and complement our many
channels for service insight mentioned above, we
commissioned a comprehensive passenger opinion
survey by YouGov. During September 2011, YouGov
facilitated eight focus group discussions in various
locations with passengers who had travelled through
at least one London airport in the previous year.
Gatwick staff observed the live discussions, but to
prevent any bias, were not present in the focus group
rooms. The focus groups were divided into passenger
segments, such as those travelling with family groups,
business travellers, premium travellers etc. This was
followed up with on-line interviews during October
2011 with over 2,000 passengers based in the South
East.
The surveys were designed to identify what aspects
of service defined an ‘ideal’ airport experience
for passengers. They explored various processes
and experiences in passengers’ journeys through
the airport and identified those regarded as most
important and how they might be improved. From
the YouGov survey the top 5 passenger priorities for
investment were:
•
•
•
•
•

Security
Check-in
Immigration
Departure Lounge
Baggage Reclaim

While the surveys provided guidance on a diverse
range of issues, they particularly highlighted the key
areas where improvement would do most to deliver
a better experience at Gatwick. These were the
provision of a welcoming airport ambience and the
reduction in time spent queuing at the key passenger
touch points. Further insight from the YouGov surveys
is included in Appendix A.
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Example word clouds, from the survey analysis,
identify how passengers prioritise their needs in areas
of perceived high anxiety:

	
  

Figure 3.3
Example word cloud of Security

	
  

Figure 3.4
Example word cloud of Check-in

In addition to the YouGov survey, we carry out regular
surveys of Gatwick passengers using the Quality of
Service Monitor (QSM). This asks passengers to rank
their experience of various aspects of the airport
service and allows us to trend results over time, such
as before and after, a development project. For
example, an improvement in the QSM scores can now
be seen following the extension to the North Terminal.

3
3.3.2

BENCHMARKING

Whilst we are proud of the innovative service
improvements introduced at Gatwick over the last two
years, we recognise that passengers’ expectations
are constantly evolving and that we can learn from
other airports’ passenger service initiatives and other
industry sectors. With this in mind, we have been
gathering and analysing benchmark information on
a list of competitor and comparator airports that we
believe are most relevant to Gatwick. This benchmark
information covers a wide range of passenger services
and has been gathered from airport web-sites,
published articles, specific site visits and meetings
with other airport owners. We have also hosted a
number of visits by other airport owners, sharing our
improvements and explored other areas that we can
learn from them.
We also use external agencies’ benchmarking
material, from sources such as ASQ & Skytrax, to
develop additional feedback on our services and
infrastructure. ASQ (Airport Service Quality) is run
by ACI (Airports Council International) and surveys
airport passengers at over 190 airports worldwide.
Skytrax also surveys opinions on worldwide airports
as well as airlines. The material is used to identify
areas where Gatwick’s performance differs from
that of comparators and competitors, with a view to
investigating the reasons and developing appropriate
responses. It is also used to identify opportunities for
competitive advantage, as a means of delivering our
ambition and business plan.
Benchmarking activities also include visits to numerous
other airports, observing services first hand and on
many occasions meeting other airport owners to
share knowledge and opportunities to enhance the
passenger experience. This will assist in validating
our insights about what our passengers want and the
outcomes we are pursuing.
This market intelligence information has also allowed
us to validate our emerging capital programme across
the passenger journey as explained in the following
chapter. It has enabled us to compare our service
offering with that of other airports.
The airports we have been analysing are Heathrow,
Luton, Stansted, Manchester, Amsterdam, Frankfurt,
Madrid, Paris Charles de Gaulle, Istanbul, Paris Orly,
Munich, Rome Fiumicino, Athens, Copenhagen,
Dublin, Milan Malpensa, Oslo Gardermoen,
Stockholm Arlanda, Vienna, Zurich and Geneva.
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3.3.3

3

PRODUCT MATRIX

Gatwick’s ambition and the resulting six strategic
priorities, provide a high level strategic direction for
our development planning. However, we also need
to capture specific service proposition outcomes
that will enable us to deliver this strategy. These are
represented in a Product Matrix. The Product Matrix
identifies specific outcomes and service level targets
for the main elements of the passenger journey
(the ‘products’), for example check-in, security and
baggage reclaim. It also segments these by type of
passenger; core, premium, business, PRM and family.
CORE
Passengers travelling on a standard economy ticket
with no special service requirements. This forms
the core element of our service proposition, setting
recognisably good thresholds for the passenger
experience.
PREMIUM
Passengers who are travelling on a first class or
business class ticket who expect a higher level of
personal service and drive higher yields for airlines.

The Product Matrix identifies specific outcomes for
each product and passenger group, designed to
support Gatwick’s strategic ambition and to reflect
the extensive feedback from passengers and airlines
alike. These outcomes have been influenced by
our customer insight, advisory groups, the airport
benchmarking activity, the views and aspirations
of the airlines and Gatwick’s own operational and
management teams.
Some of the service proposition and specific
outcomes in the product matrix have already been
delivered and maintaining these as part of Gatwick’s
service delivery is essential. However, the Product
Matrix has many goals and outcomes and, as some
will require considerable development, we do
not envisage delivery of all of them before 2020.
The outcomes are part of our competitive service
proposition and will need to be adapted in response
to ever changing passenger and airline expectations
as well as in response to competitive pressures from
other airports.

3.4

CONCLUSION

PRM (PASSENGERS WITH REDUCED MOBILITY)

In assessing how best to compete, we have spent
considerable time seeking to understand what
passengers want in terms of the service proposition at
Gatwick. By understanding the needs of passengers,
we will attract them to Gatwick, thereby establishing
profitable opportunities for our airlines. We believe
the Product Matrix will be a key competitive
differentiator, setting us apart from the other airports
in the South East. By recognising and accommodating
the various differing aspirations of our existing and
new airlines, we hope to support the continued
growth of Gatwick through to 2020.

Passengers, who may be travelling in a larger group,
who have reduced mobility and may need assistance
with some or all of the airport processes.

We now turn to capital expenditure and explain how
our service proposition has resulted in the capital
expenditure proposals contained in this business plan.

BUSINESS
Passengers who may be travelling on a standard ticket
but who are frequent travellers, maybe travelling for
business purposes, who are looking for an efficient
journey through the airport. They may travel through
Gatwick on many different airlines and are looking for
recognition of their loyalty to Gatwick.

FAMILY
Passengers who are travelling in a family group,
maybe with young children, who may be looking for
additional time, space and entertainment to make
their journey easier.
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CHAPTER 4
OUR EMERGING CAPITAL PROGRAMME

4.1

INTRODUCTION

In chapter 2, we set out our approach to traffic
forecasting and our choice of SH&E as a partner
for Gatwick. We further explained that we are now
seeking to go deeper than broad traffic numbers and
to forecast our passenger demand at a more granular,
segmented level. This work is ongoing at this stage.
In chapter 3, we explored the work we have
completed to identify and clarify the demand for
improvements across Gatwick, detailing our desired
outcomes in our Product Matrix, in line with our
ambition and strategic objectives, providing increased
scope for ourselves and our airlines to compete.
This chapter seeks to set out how Gatwick proposes
to bridge the gap between current capability and the
future service proposition that we believe will deliver
competitive advantage, thus retaining our current
passengers and airlines and attracting future new
business to the airport.

4.2

4

• creating or improving processes for delivery of
passenger services;
• enhancing people focused delivery, through
good customer service strategies and training our
people;
• utilising new technology for efficient and effective
service delivery, as well as
• improving the infrastructure, aligned to our
service proposition
Developing solutions in this way ensures that there
is an efficient use of capital investment, confined to
areas where there is no alternative but to increase
capacity or create space to facilitate an improved
service offer.

GAP ANALYSIS

We have compared future requirements with the
current position, in terms of infrastructure, processes
and technology to identify the gap that requires
closing.
This is not only about capital investment. To enable
a more holistic approach to airport improvement, we
reorganised our teams to create separate Product
Development and Construction teams.
The Product Development team is tasked with
identifying gaps in our current capabilities, measuring
our performance against other airports in the South
East, driving greater understanding of the needs of
current and future passengers and producing plans to
improve performance. In addition to this, advanced
modelling techniques are used to maximise asset
utilisation and optimise infrastructure enhancements.
The team has equal focus on the deployment of
process improvement through a dedicated Six Sigma
change team and developing capital plans through
the Capital Development team.
We are also seeking to make better use of what we
already have, including the capabilities of our current
systems and staff. Where possible, therefore, we have
developed solutions by:
25
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CHAPTER 4
OUR EMERGING CAPITAL PROGRAMME

4.3

OUR EMERGING CAPITAL
PROGRAMME

To assist with balancing priorities and appropriate
investment we have created three key streams of
projects in our emerging capital programme; carry
over projects, asset stewardship and compliance,
and investment projects to secure and improve our
competitive position.
4.3.1

CARRY OVER PROJECTS £70M

The following are significant projects that are in the
construction phase which span past the end of Q5.
• South Terminal Baggage & Pier 1
• Pier 5
4.3.2

Safeguarding and maintaining existing facilities in a
timely and efficient fashion is important to maintain
Gatwick’s competitive position. For example, our
relentless focus on the maintenance and asset
replacement of passenger sensitive equipment
ensures that we are able to provide passengers and
airlines with a reliable level of service everyday. This is
reflected in our performance on SQR measures.
Given the increased competitive pressures to which
the airport will be subject, allowing assets to become
time expired and costly to maintain will undermine
our competitive position by reducing quality and
increasing costs. We have therefore chosen to
maintain our assets using PAS 55 methodology
(the British Standards Institution’s Publicly Available
Specification for the optimised management of
physical asset). It is an internationally recognized
standard that provides clear definitions and a
28-point requirements specification for establishing
and verifying a joined-up, optimised and whole-life
management system for all types of physical assets.
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Shortly after the sale of the airport, we launched
our Decade of Change strategy. The strategy sets
targets for us to deliver by 2020 across all key
sustainability areas. It describes how we aim to deliver
sustainable growth through responsible environmental
management coupled with strong economic and
community programmes. The strategy is supported
internally by a team of airport environmental partners

Strategy

Traffic

who are the principal point of contact for ensuring
their respective business unit strategy is being
delivered in line with the wider targets. Behaving in a
responsible and sustainable way is at the heart of our
business.
We have already seen some real progress with
independent recognition through achievement of
ISO 14001, the environmental management system
standard. We have also attained the Carbon Trust
standard and the ACI accreditation for our carbon
management performance. We are the largest airport
in the UK to hold all three of these standards. This
business plan therefore includes several projects
that are critical to the achievement of our Decade of
Change targets and in ensuring the airport is seen as
paving the way for sustainable growth.
4.3.3

ASSET STEWARDSHIP AND
COMPLIANCE PROJECTS
£365M

Passengers

4

INVESTMENT PROJECTS TO SECURE AND
IMPROVE OUR COMPETITIVE POSITION
£715M

The remainder of the capital programme is intended
to enhance both the level of service and its delivery,
so as to significantly improve the passenger
experience, secure our competitive position and the
ability of our airlines to operate effectively and attract
the passengers they need.
This emerging capital programme assumes that the
mix of airlines in our terminals remains broadly as it is
today. Signficant moves of airlines between terminals
might well affect the nature of our emerging capital
programme.
From our analysis of traffic growth and mix explained
in Chapter 2, together with our service proposition
in Chapter 3, we are proposing a number of projects
that are focused on securing and improving our
competitive position. We have prioritised these
schemes with a view to focussing on those that
bring the maximum benefits and are most likely
to contribute to a step change in the passenger
experience at Gatwick. We look forward during
constructive engagement to discussing these projects
with our airlines. We give details of some of the key
projects in the following section:
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OUR EMERGING CAPITAL PROGRAMME

A)

4

NORTH TERMINAL INTERNATIONAL DEPARTURE LOUNGE
£105M TO 2018/19 (£157M TOTAL PROJECT)

Figure 4.1
North Terminal International Departure Lounge.

There are already a significant number of peak days
in the North Terminal when the number of passengers
in relation to available space means that passenger
experience is poor due to overcrowding. This means
that, in addition, income is not maximised due to lack
of space in catering outlets.
As passenger numbers increase, the situation will be
exacerbated and in a worst case scenario the airport
would be forced to remove retail space to increase
circulation and seating areas thereby increasing airport
charges.
Extensive market research has identified that
departure lounges are an important part of the
passenger process but UK lounges in comparison
with our international competitors are not what
passengers are expecting. General perception is that
our lounges are ‘boring compared to other countries’
and because passengers ‘spend most of their airport
time in the lounges’, provision of information, seating,
toilets, restaurants and shopping are important lounge
priorities.

The overall ambience in the IDL is poor. The North
Terminal has not been modernised for a significant
period of time and is not attractive to many retail
brands who will not wish to be associated with
Gatwick unless we modernise the environment. Failure
to act will have a negative impact on our competitive
position and income.
The North Terminal International Departure Lounge
(IDL) Reconfiguration and the Expansion project
is therefore targeted to satisfy current and future
expectations of our passengers and accommodate
passenger growth, whilst improving service and
increasing income by improving the quality of the
retail offer.
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B)

4

CHECK-IN
£42M

Figure 4.2
South Terminal Check in

Extensive passenger research has highlighted that
check-in is number two on the passengers’ priority
list for investment by the airport. Comparison
with competitors and international benchmarking
demonstrate that the check-in product offered at
Gatwick falls below passenger current and future
expectations.

This project seeks to transform check in by improving
two key aspects of the check-in experience, namely
significantly reduce queues in the delivery of a
contemporary improved ambience.

Queues are quoted as ‘the enemy’ by passengers.
Any changes which could impact on reducing
queues would immediately improve and enhance the
airport journey, would build our reputation with our
passengers and make us more competitive with other
airports.
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C)

4

NORTH TERMINAL SECURITY
£28M

Figure 4.3
South Terminal Security

North Terminal security does not have competitive
equivalence to South Terminal security. The current
North Terminal layout, ambience, equipment and
processes are out dated and need to be transformed
to bring the area up to the equivalent standard as
South Terminal security. Competitive equivalence
can be achieved through the delivery of enhanced
ambience, enhanced processes, introduction of
the latest technology, maximised process rates and
optimised staffing.

Gatwick South Terminal security is currently the
benchmarking standard for UK airports. We are now
in a position where other airports aspire to meet our
standards and our reputation for reliably delivering
a maximum security queue time of 10 minutes and
providing a range of facilities to meet different
passenger market segments.

Extensive positive feedback has been received from
both passengers and airlines showing they are very
impressed with South Terminal security facility and
what has been done to make a step change in our
approach to security at Gatwick. Our airlines have
specifically requested that the same facilities are rolled
out in North Terminal as soon as possible.
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D)

4

DELIVERY OF 95% PIER SERVICE (NORTH TERMINAL)
£158M

Figure 4.4
North Terminal pier service

As passenger and aircraft traffic increases, pier service
levels are forecast to fall to 88% by 2024, meaning
an increased number of passengers will be coached
to remote stands and spend less time in the IDL.
Feedback from our passengers is that the experience
of a coached operation to remote stands, usually
in the early morning peak, is detrimental to their
experience of travelling through Gatwick.
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The 95% pier service target has been set by the
CAA for both terminals at Gatwick for Q5. We have
no reason to expect that a lower target would be
acceptable to our passengers. The delivery of the
Pier Service (North Terminal) project aims to maintain
our pier service levels at 95% in line with the 2024
forecast and airline expectations. This will support the
future increase in passenger numbers ensuring more
passengers receive air bridge access to the aircraft,
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and support the forecast fleet mix by delivering
flexible stands to manage both long and short haul.
This will deliver an improved quality of service to meet
our service aspirations, and customer expectations.
Safeguarding pier service levels and providing long
term Code F capability enables Gatwick to continue to
compete with other UK and European airports through
the provision of facilities and services expected and
required by our passengers.
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E)

4

PUBLIC CAR PARKS
£63M
Over the period to 2020, forecast passenger growth
will result in the need for approximately 5,000 – 6,000
extra spaces, to maintain current parking mode share.
If extra capacity is not created, prices will increase to
reflect increased demand, which negatively impacts
the passenger experience (at the margins driving
some passengers to use alternative airports), and
creates a stronger incentive for more unauthorised offairport sites to be used.
The proposals for new parking capacity are supportive
of the Gatwick Decade of Change policy, which aims
to provide the right level of car parking facilities whilst
supporting access by public transport. The constraints
on our forecourt mean that in peak season there is
no room for more “kiss and fly” traffic, meaning that
the mode share of public transport will increase. The
proposed parking capacity simply maintains parking
mode share at its current level. All the public parking
cases use existing parking real estate; no extra land
will be converted to parking use through these
proposals.

Long Stay North
Staff Parking
Multi-Storey Parking (Short Stay)
Long Stay South
Long Stay Plus
Summer Special
Valet Parking
Holiday Parking

Figure 4.5
Public car parks

A key driver in passengers’ choice of airports is their
ability to access the airport in their preferred manner.
Gatwick has always had a high number of passengers
access the airport in their cars (whether parking or
kiss and fly), and the resulting market for parking (onairport or off-airport) is highly competitive and price
sensitive, with off-airport operators (22,000 spaces)
competing aggressively with on-airport parking
(34,000).
In peak season, parking capacity at the airport is
effectively full, which has led to an increase in the
number of unauthorised sites being used by offairport “meet and greet” companies (over 5,000
spaces in 2011). These sites do not have planning
consent, creating problems for local residents, and
often deliver a poor passenger experience which
damages the reputation of Gatwick airport as a whole.
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4.4

4

DELIVERY AGAINST OUR SERVICE
PROPOSITION

Draft business cases have been developed for each
of the nominated infrastructure projects, and will be
shared with our airlines as part of the constructive
engagement process. The business cases provide
initial context and scope for the delivery of business
objectives, in addition to project alignment, impact on
our competitive position and estimated costs.
However, as previously mentioned, the infrastructure
elements are only part of the overall delivery of the
Product Matrix outcomes, where process, people and
new technology provide a complimentary programme
of improvements.
As the Product Matrix outcomes reflect our longer
term service proposition, that realistically may not
be delivered wholly in the years to 2020, we have
estimated where on the journey we will be between
the end of Q5 and 2020. We have included all facets
of the improvement programme in our assessment
(people, process, technology & infrastructure) as they
contribute to moving our position.
This measurement technique allows us to compare
ourselves directly with comparator and competitor
airports on specific passenger journey elements (e.g.
surface access, security etc.), providing a platform to
benchmark, prioritise our investment and a tool to
communicate this information with our stakeholders.
The assessment, shown below, also describes
outcomes that will not be delivered at the proposed
level of investment.

DELIVERY OF STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES THROUGH THE CAPITAL PLAN
Key

MAN

T5

Competitor/comparator
assessed position

CPH

MAN

ST

ST

NT

NT

Gap filling investment
(eg. competitive equivalence to Manchester)

nb. Competitor / comparator indicative position based on current intelligence
(to be updated following further detailed benchmarking visits)

Estimated objectives achieved through the current Q5 Capital Plans

T5

CPH

Competitive advantage
(eg. over T5)

Estimated objectives achieved by 2020 through c£1.15bn Capital Plan

Figure 4.8
Key to assessment of delivery against our strategic priorities
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4.4.1

4

SURFACE ACCESS

POST Q5

POST 2020

Assessment March 2014

OBJECTIVES NOT ACHIEVED

Assessment December 2019
DUB
LTN
STN

MAN

ST

ST

NT

NT

• ST forecourt improvement
• NT interchange & forecourt
• Railway contribution (VCC & 7th platform)
• External wayfinding (pedestrian & vehicular flows)
• Shuttle replacement & station refurbishment
• Valet bag drop (pilot)
• Limousine drop off / pick up
• Dedicated PRM drop off / pick up lounge (proposed)

• Passenger service through IT
• NT short stay car park capacity
• Long stay car park products
• ST surface access & NT PTI
• Additional long stay car park capacity

At 2020 following £1.15bn Capital Plan
CPH

T5

ZHR
AMS

(included below)
£20m
£13.5m
£38.5m
£29m

• Local road and forecourt capacity improvements
• Significant vehicular queues at peak
• Rail Station major refurbishment
• Road network resilience
• Intuitive product layout
• ST short stay car park capacity

Figure 4.9
Assessment of surface access projects

Our passenger research has informed us that access to an airport is a significant factor in the choice of
originating airport. In line with our Decade of Change commitments, we propose to achieve modal share
increases towards public transport through infrastructure improvements that make public transport a viable and
a more pleasant experience. Providing real time passenger information in the right locations will also assist this
priority. We propose to increase the breadth of car parking products, in line with our passenger segmentation
work and add capacity to ensure this meets the predicted demand.
4.4.2

CHECK-IN

POST Q5

OBJECTIVES NOT ACHIEVED

POST 2020

Assessment March 2014

At 2020 following £1.15bn Capital Plan

Assessment December 2019
LTN STN
MAN DUB

CPH
AMS
ZHR

T5
• Natural light in all zones
• Segregated premium check-in lounge
• Off site and kerb side bag drop
• Technology to improve performance monitoring
• Technology to minimise transaction times

ST

ST

NT

NT

• ST & NT Airline & Handling Agent process improvements
• NT Extension (A-C and orientation area) - layout & ambience
• ST & NT LCD screens in all zones
• ST & NT bag drop flexibility (any desk to any chute)
• ST zones A & C - natural light and ambience
• ST zone F (laboratory)

• ST baggage & pier 1 (Q5 carry over)
£69m
• SLA for airline check-in performance (proposed)
• Limited common use bag drop using existing desks (pilot)
• NT & ST check-in & bag drop improvement***
£42m
• Passenger service through IT
(included below)
• NT Early Bag Store
£24m
***includes NT ceilings & floors

Figure 4.10
Assessment of check-in projects

As mentioned in Chapter 3, check-in was second on the passengers’ priority list for investment by Gatwick.
It is an area of high anxiety and seen to be an area of opportunity for significantly improving the passenger
experience. As well as completing the carry over North Terminal baggage project, we propose to undertake
check-in transformation projects in both our terminals. These projects will build on the process improvement
work we have completed to date, the “laboratory” work we have trialled with a number of our airline partners and
remodelling of the check-in passenger flow through infrastructure changes. The addition of an early bag store in
North Terminal will facilitate greater flexibility of passenger products, such as night before check-in, and will also
provide a platform for airlines to drive efficiencies, via just in time make up processes by their handling agents.
As two of the four main factors of ambience are service & facilitation (the other two being architecture and
interior), we consider that improving the service style and efficiency at check-in is critical to passenger satisfaction.
Therefore, as explained in Chapter 5 in more detail, we propose that service performance at check-in should be
managed by published indicators and subject to a self-funding surcharge / rebate scheme.
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4.4.3

4

SECURITY

POST Q5

OBJECTIVES NOT ACHIEVED

POST 2020

Assessment March 2014

At 2020 following £1.15bn Capital Plan

Assessment December 2019
STN
T5
DUB
LTN
AMS
MAN

ST

ST

NT

NT

ZHR CPH
• Changes to screening technology
• Loyalty based segregation

• NT central search
• Passenger service through IT

£28m
(included below)

Figure 4.11
Assessment of security projects

Whilst we have made significant improvements to South Terminal passenger search and catered for capacity
in North Terminal, we propose to replicate the South Terminal model in North Terminal. In addition to this, we
propose to improve communication to passengers in a proactive way, with regard to queue times, via passenger
screens and mobile applications.
4.4.4

DEPARTURE LOUNGES

POST Q5

OBJECTIVES NOT ACHIEVED

POST 2020

Assessment March 2014

At 2020 following £1.15bn Capital Plan

Assessment December 2019
LTN STNMAN

DUB AMS

ZHR
CPH
T5
• Limited airfield views
• Direct routes to CIP lounges (not via WDF)
• Showers & relaxation facilities

ST

ST

NT

NT

• ST IDL extension (early Q5)
• ST IDL (phases 1 & 2)
• NT IDL improvement (catering & smoking area)
• Initial family / children’s areas
• NT & ST dedicated PRM zones
• Call to gate process improvement

• NT IDL expansion
• NT zones created
• NT & ST seating improved
• ST IDL (phases 3 & 4 & Food Court)
• ST pier exits - portals to enhance wayfinding
• Passenger service through IT
• CIP Departures
• ST IDL capacity

£105m

£25m
(included below)
£2m
£79m

Figure 4.12
Assessment of departure lounge projects

The departure lounge is often the first point where passengers relax on their departure journey ahead of their
flight. Our research and insight workstreams have informed us that passengers want improvements in general
ambience, light, space and environment, together with superior retail offers. Zoned areas of the departure lounge
were shown to be popular with passengers and to keep pace with these spatial and ambience requirements,
improvements have been proposed to South Terminal and North Terminal lounges. Additional dedicated airline
lounges are proposed in both terminals, in addition to wayfinding enhancements and improved passenger facing
IT. We have already discussed the major expansion to the North Terminal IDL that we are proposing.
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4.4.5

4

PIERS

POST Q5

OBJECTIVES NOT ACHIEVED

POST 2020

Assessment March 2014

At 2020 following £1.15bn Capital Plan

Assessment December 2019
LTN

AMS
STN DUB MAN CPH

ZHR
T5
• Automated boarding
• Premium segregation
• Experiential areas in gaterooms
• Gate room ambience, look & feel throughout

ST

ST

NT

NT

• Pier 5 improvement
• Pier 2 improvement
• Call to gate process improvement
• Stand 125 (A380 capability)
• Process for strollers at aircraft side for arrivals
• Gateroom seating

• Pier 1 (carry over)
• Pier 5 (carry over)
• Delivery of 95% Pier Service (NT)
• Pier 3 modernisation

(included in check-in)
£1m
£158m
£60m

Figure 4.13
Assessment of pier projects

In addition to the carry over projects for Pier 1 and 5 and to align the demand for pier served flights, additional
pier projects are proposed. If the upgrade to Pier 6 was delivered, then Pier 3 would be the only pier not to have
been upgraded. Towards 2020, we are therefore projecting a modernisation of Pier 3.

4.4.6

ARRIVAL BORDER ZONES

POST Q5

OBJECTIVES NOT ACHIEVED

POST 2020

Assessment March 2014

At 2020 following £1.15bn Capital Plan

Assessment December 2019
LTN
AMS
STN
DUB
MAN

ZHR

T5

CPH
• Max queue 10 mins EU & 20 mins non-EU
• Premium immigration lounge
• Dedicated route away from main hall

ST

ST

NT

NT

• UKBA process improvements
• Additional automated gates
• ST enhancement, capacity increase and UKBA offices
• Dedicated assistance and premium lanes
• A warm welcome to Gatwick / UK (signage)

• NT refurbishment and capacity improvement
• ST capacity improvement
• Passenger service through IT

£12m
£8m
(included below)

Figure 4.14
Assessment of arrival border zone projects

This is an area where collaborative work with UKBA has shown positive service improvements over other airports.
However, to continue this work and to keep pace with growth, we propose improvements to both terminals.
Provision of automated queue measurement outputs for service provider management and publication to
passengers are two areas where technology can play a part in service improvements.
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4.4.7

4

RECLAIM

POST Q5

OBJECTIVES NOT ACHIEVED

POST 2020

Assessment March 2014

At 2020 following £1.15bn Capital Plan

Assessment December 2019
LTN

MAN
STN

DUB

T5

AMS
CPH

ZHR
• Maximum 45 mins (last bag)
• Natural light
• Catering facilities
• Resource / process resilience

ST

ST

NT

NT

• Airline & handling agents process improvements
• Process for bag reconciliation on major failure
• Onward travel ticket machines / information (proposed)

• Passenger service through IT
• NT baggage reclaim
• ST baggage reclaim

(included below)
£3m
£12m

Figure 4.15
Assessment of reclaim projects

In line with our Passenger Commitments, we currently publish baggage reclaim performance by airline. This
has been well received by passengers. In Chapter 5, we propose that baggage delivery performance of airlines,
via their handling agents, should be subject to a self-funding surcharge / rebate scheme. In addition to this
improvement initiative, we propose the publication of real time bag delivery status messages to passengers
waiting in the reclaim hall and via mobile applications. We also propose capacity improvements in both terminals
to keep pace with forecasted growth.
4.4.8

ONWARD TRAVEL & ARRIVALS
CONCOURSE

POST Q5

OBJECTIVES NOT ACHIEVED

POST 2020

Assessment March 2014

Assessment December 2019
LTN

STN

DUB
MAN

CPH

ZHR

AMS
T5

At 2020 following £1.15bn Capital Plan

• Intuitive layout (including pick up)
• Clear routing to products

ST

ST

NT

NT

• ST arrivals improvement (phase 1)
• ST & NT info zones
• Chauffeur pick up areas

• Passenger service through IT
• PTI & surface access improvements
• CIP arrivals

(included below)
(covered above)
£2m

Figure 4.16
Assessment of onward travel and arrivals concourse projects

We intend to develop real time transport information feeds for arriving passengers, in addition to public transport
interchanges and consolidated booking facilities at the appropriate stages of the journey. We also propose the
development of dedicated lounges for arriving passengers, increasingly important for our long haul passengers
arriving in the UK.
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4.4.9

4

OTHER PASSENGER FACING PRODUCTS

POST Q5

OBJECTIVES NOT ACHIEVED

POST 2020

Assessment March 2014

At 2020 following £1.15bn Capital Plan

Assessment December 2019
LTN

DUB
STN
MAN AMS CPH

ST

ST

NT

NT

• NT & ST wayfinding replacement and improvement
• Wi-Fi improvement
• ST & NT disruption / landside areas

• Passenger service through IT
• Digital media - return
• Car rental - return

T5

ZHR

£14m
£5m
£5m

• Ambience improvements throughout
• Experiential displays
• Gatwick smart phone application
• PRM enhancements throughout journey
• Toilet enhancements in all passenger areas
• Cladding of buildings

Figure 4.17
Assessment of other passenger facing projects

We propose projects for car rental and digital media, together with Wi-Fi and related improvements that span all
of the above passenger journey elements.

4.4.10 ASSET REPLACEMENT & COMPLIANCE

POST Q5

OBJECTIVES NOT ACHIEVED

POST 2020

Assessment March 2014

Assessment December 2019
LTN

ST

ST

NT

NT

• Asset stewardship (PAS 55 & IT)
• Compliance & minor projects
• Optimal investment timing in Q5, but under investment in Q4

• Asset stewardship (PAS 55 & IT)
• Compliance & minor projects

STN
MAN
AMS ZHR
DUB CPH

At 2020 following £1.15bn Capital Plan
T5

£350m
£15m

• Moved to post 2020 - Merge stands 551 & 552
• Moved to post 2020 - NT Fire systems
• Partial move to post 2020 - Airside vehicles
• Partial move to post 2020 - Airside roads
• Partial move to post 2020 - HVAC systems
• Partial move to post 2020 - Building & civils minor
• Partial move to post 2020 - Toilets
• Partial move to post 2020 - Digital media replacement
• Partial move to post 2020 - IT commercial & back office
• Partial move to post 2020 - IT minor projects
• Removed allowance for HBS Replacement
• Removed allowance for security compliance

Figure 4.18
Assessment of asset replacement and compliance projects

As mentioned above, we are implementing PAS 55 as our asset stewardship methodology. The above forecasts
are an allowance, based on current optimised investment. A preliminary list of asset replacement items will be
provided as part of constructive engagement.
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4

4.4.11 NON-PASSENGER FACING PRODUCTS

POST Q5

At 2020 following £1.15bn Capital Plan

Assessment December 2019
STN AMS
LTN MAN DUB

ST

ST

NT

NT

• NT baggage improvement
• ST baggage improvement

OBJECTIVES NOT ACHIEVED

POST 2020

Assessment March 2014

(covered above - Pier 1)

ZHR
CPH

T5

• Post 2020 planning
• Runway safeguarding and consultation
• Consolidated motor transport facility
• NT energy centre
• Hanger Facilities
• Additional staff car park capacity

£10m
£4m
£4m
£6m
£6m
£4m

• Joint control centre
• Alpha box / 26L improvements
• IT service request reduction / single sign on
• FOD radar
• A380 airfield enhancements
• NATS control tower & equipment
• Consolidated logistics centre

Figure 4.19,
Assessment of non-passenger facing products

In addition to an allowance for planning and runway safeguarding, we propose improvements to our utilities
infrastructure, maintenance facilities and staff car parks.

4.5

CAPITAL PROGRAMME : COST SUMMARY

£m at 2013/14 prices
Surface Access

£101m

Check-in Concourse

£135m

Security

£28m

Departure Lounge

£211m

Piers

£219m

Arrivals Border Zones

£20m

Reclaim

£15m

Onward Travel & Arrivals Concourse

£2m

Other Passenger Facing Products

£24m

Non-Passenger Facing Products

£34m

Asset Replacement & Compliance

£365m

TOTAL

£1.15bn
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4.6

4

CAPITAL PROGRAMME : SUMMARY BY YEAR
Q5

PROJECT NAME

1

2014
2
3

4

1

2015
2
3

4

ASSET STEWARDSHIP

1

2016
2
3

4

1

2017
2
3

4

1

2018
2
3

4

2019
1

Cost per Regulatory Year (£m’s)

AIRFIELD
£12.3

£13.7

£13.3

£11.8

£17.2

£68.3

£24.7

£38.5

£48.6

£44.6

£27.0

£183.4

£8.3

£7.6

£8.1

£10.1

£8.6

£42.9

£2.7

£2.5

£3.5

£4.3

£0.5

£13.5

£18.6

£12.2

£9.6

£9.9

£6.1

FACILITIES
COMMERCIAL
COMPLIANCE & RISK
I.T.
£56.5
£365.0 Sub-total

EMERGING PROJECTS
SURFACE ACCESS
Additional Long Stay Capacity
Long Stay Car Parking
NT Short Stay Car Park
PTI & Surface Access
£1.9

£7.3

£51.4

£40.1

£0.0

£29.0
£13.5
£20.0
£38.5
£101.0 Sub-total

CHECK-IN CONCOURSE
Early Bag Store
ST Baggage & Pier 1
Upgrade Check In & Bag Drop (Inc. Check In Recon.) & NT Ceilings and Floors
£61.7

£31.4

£32.8

£8.8

£0.0

£24.0
£69.0
£42.0
£135.0 Sub-total

£10.5

£6.9

£10.5

£0.0

£0.0

£28.0 Sub-total

£55.5

£2.0
£105.0
£79.0
£25.0
£211.0 Sub-total

SECURITY
NT Security - Reconfiguration to ST Standard
DEPARTURE LOUNGE
CIP Departures
NT IDL Reconfiguration & Expansion
ST IDL Capacity
ST IDL Reconfiguration (Phases 3 & 4 & Food Court)
£10.4

£35.3

£46.2

£64.3

PIERS
Delivery of 95% Pier Service (North Terminal)
Pier 3 modernistation
Pier 5
£26.5

£62.0

£62.0

£47.6

£21.0

£157.6
£60.0
£1.45
£219.0 Sub-total

£0.0

£1.3

£1.9

£9.8

£7.0

£20.0 Sub-total

£0.0

£1.1

£1.6

£7.1

£5.0

£2.8
£12.0
£15.0 Sub-total

£0.0

£0.5

£1.1

£0.5

£0.0

£2.0 Sub-total

£2.9

£5.0
£5.3
£14.0
£24.0 Sub-total
£4.4
£4.0
£10.0
£6.3
£6.0
£4.0
£34.0 Sub-total

ARRIVALS BORDER ZONES
Arrivals Border Zones
RECLAIM
NT Baggage Reclaim
ST Baggage Reclaim
ONWARD TRAVEL & ARRIVALS
CIP Arrivals
OTHER PASSENGER FACING PRODUCTS
Car Rental
Digital Media - Return
Passenger Service Improvements through IT
£8.1

£4.3

£5.0

£4.1

NON PASSENGER FACING PRODUCTS
Additional Staff Car Park Capacity
Consolidated Motor Transport Facility
Future Capital Planning Post 2019
Hanger Facilities
NT Energy Centre
Runway Safeguarding
£1.3

£2.0

£8.2

£10.1

£13.2

£186.9

£226.6

£303.8

£273.1

£164.0
£1,154.0

£1,154.3
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(to nearest
million £)
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4

CONCLUSION

This chapter seeks to illustrate how we propose to
bridge the gap between current capability and the
future service proposition that we believe will deliver
competitive advantage, and therefore the emerging
capital programme that results from this.
We have prepared detailed business cases for each
of the projects highlighted in this programme, which
we will be sharing with our airlines as part of the
constructive engagement process.
We now go onto consider our service proposition
might be supported by a new service quality
proposition for beyond Q5.
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CHAPTER 5
SERVICE QUALITY

5.1

5

INTRODUCTION

5.2

The Service Quality Rebate (SQR) and Quality of
Service Monitor (QSM) processes have provided a
regulatory vehicle to measure and encourage delivery
of minimum service standards across a wide range
of services at the airport. Although delivering these
standards is important in itself, it does not address our
position in the competitive environment nor, indeed,
cover areas of the passenger experience delivered
through different or multiple stakeholders rather than
by the airport acting on its own. Indeed, it is striking
that while we now meet all of our regulatory service
quality targets, there is still some way to go in terms
of meeting the aspirations of the passengers who use,
and who might use, Gatwick.

% SQR Measures Passed per Month

SERVICE QUALITY
PERFORMANCE IN Q5

During Q5 we have seen an improvement in Gatwick’s
performance against the CAA’s SQR measures. This
is illustrated in the chart below which shows the
proportion of SQR measures passed and failed each
month since January 2009. The dip in December 2010
was primarily due to the impact of the heavy snowfall
that month on a number of core airport services, such
as cleaning.
As can be seen from the dramatic change in
performance above, our approach to SQR has
changed following new ownership, moving from a
reactive service response to a proactive, process
driven culture which seeks to anticipate problems
and to design systems to prevent their recurrence.
Relationships with contracted service providers have
also changed. Good examples are the PRM and
cleaning services. These services were typical of
remote contractual relationships driving outdated
performance metrics and reacting to service failures.
They are now considered to be part of the wider team
delivery and are proactively supported, e.g. through
the daily performance reporting that was introduced
on purchase of the airport by Global Infrastructure
Partners.
% Measures Passed

% Measures Failed

100%
95%
90%
85%
80%
75%
70%
65%
60%
55%
50%

Figure 5.1
Gatwick’s SQR performance
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5

In addition, we have increased transparency over
the services provided by other stakeholders in the
end to end passenger experience. On our website
(and in the terminal), we currently publish the arrivals
baggage performance of airlines and baggage
handlers. In parallel , we have also begun to publish
the performance of UKBA in terms of queuing times.

5.3

SERVICE QUALITY PROPOSAL FOR
BEYOND Q5

We propose to continue to operate an enhanced
form of SQR beyond Q5 that measures the minimum
acceptable standards that passengers should expect
from their Gatwick experience. We believe that
this acts as a reasonable control on service quality
although our aspirations, as detailed in chapter 3,
show that we intend to deliver results for passengers
and airlines that surpass these minima.
In line with our service proposition, we have
developed a proposal for a new service quality regime
for the period beyond Q5, to extend to all elements of
the passenger journey, not just those parts over which
we have direct control. We propose that we manage
these on behalf of the passenger, through monitoring
and publishing performance against a minimum
standard plus the levying of a self-funding surcharge /
rebate to incentivise “good” performance.
5.3.1
•
•
•
•
•

CURRENT STRUCTURE

North and South Terminal targets
17 SQR + 4 QSM Measures
Maximum exposure = 7% airport charges
Penalties paid in current period
Bonuses rolled forward in tariff (c £1.5m )

5.3.2 GATWICK’S SERVICE QUALITY PROPOSAL
• SQR & QSM Measures similar to Q5
• The removal of 2 measures – aerodrome
congestion and flight information availability.
• The introduction of 2 new measures
• Snow SLA
• Baggage system availability
• Target levels as per Q5
• Symmetry in the airport’s exposure to penalties
and bonuses
• Penalties paid in current period
• Bonuses rolled forward in tariff
• Outage dispensations as agreed for works
• Additional monitoring of other areas of the
passenger experience, supported by a new
Performance Rebate / Surcharge scheme
• Monitoring and publication of the overall ASQ
ranking of the airport versus other European
airports
We are considering whether we should propose
an exclusion regime for the inter terminal shuttle.
During snow events, the shuttle sometimes has to
be taken out of service. While an exclusion regime
may address our SQR liability, it does not address the
detrimental passenger experience when the shuttle is
out of service. However, the capital cost of addressing
this would be prohibitive, perhaps close to £8m. If
we were not to propose a capital solution, we are
exploring whether there are operational solutions
that would keep the shuttle operational during snow
events.
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PROPOSED TARGETS
Scheme

Area

Metric

Q5 Target

2020 target

Bonus

SQR

Security

Passengers search

95% < 5 min

as per Q5

97%< 5 min

Passengers Search

98%< 15 min

as per Q5

99% <15 min

Passengers transfer

95% < 10 min

as per Q5

97%< 10 min

Staff Search (T)

95% < 5 min

as per Q5

97% < 5 min

Staff Search (J & A)

95% < 10 min

as per Q5

97% < 10 min

External Posts

95% , 15 min

as per Q5

97% < 15 min

Pier Service

87% / 93%

95%

97%

Stand availability

99%

as per Q5

99.5%

Jetty availability

99%

as per Q5

99.5%

FEGP availability

99%

as per Q5

99.5%

Aerodrome Congestion

0%

n/a

n/a

Reclaim belt availability

99%

as per Q5

99.5%

PSE General availability

99%

as per Q5

99.5%

PSE Priority availability

99%

as per Q5

99.5%

Shuttle 1 car availability

99%

as per Q5 *

99.5%

Shuttle 2 car availability

97%

as per Q5 *

98%

Lounge seat availability

3.8

as per Q5

4.0

Flight Info availability

4.2

n/a

n/a

Cleanliness

4.0

as per Q5

4.2

Wayfinding

4.1

as per Q5

4.2

Snow SLA

-

For discussion

For discussion

Baggage system availability

-

For discussion

For discussion

Ramp

Facilities

QSM

NEW

Table 5.1
Summary of targets to be measured on a monthly basis and subject to a Service Quality Rebate / Bonus scheme

* With possible dispensation for periods of outage
As in Q5, we would be seeking alleviation on any targets impacted during the delivery of the capital programme,
until the relevant project(s) have been completed.
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5.3.3

5

TARGETS TO BE MONITORED ON A
MONTHLY BASIS AND SUBJECT TO A
PERFORMANCE REBATE/ SURCHARGE
SCHEME.

The current SQR was largely developed by the airlines
for the airport and works reasonably well in improving
the airport service levels. But going forward, we do
not believe that this scheme adequately addresses
the need to put passengers’ requirements at the heart
of the regime. Passengers view airport service as
an end to end proposition and do not differentiate
between the differing operators at an airport. In order
to address passengers’ requirements, we propose
to extend the scope of service quality incentives to
include services which are important to passengers,
yet lie outside the direct control of the airport.

We propose to publish performance data via monthly
updates for all three areas relative to established
minimum performance standards. In addition, we
propose that airlines pay a per passenger surcharge
to fund a quarterly rebate to those airlines meeting
the minimum performance standards. Airlines which
had not met the standard would not receive a rebate,
with any monies being distributed amongst those
which had. We propose that Gatwick is held neutral
to this flow of monies, acting only to administer flows
between airlines.

During the Q5 review, Gatwick proposed that the
Q5 scheme was extended to include elements of
service beyond the direct control of the airport. The
CAA considered that there was still work to do in
terms of the airport meeting the service aspirations
of airlines and passengers. We now consider that
the period beyond Q5 is the right time to revisit this
proposal. For the period beyond Q5, the three areas
of focus are check in queues, arrival bags, and on time
performance.

AREA

MINIMUM STANDARD

PROPOSED CONTROL MECHANISM

Check
in queues

95%, 30 mins

Publish performance; surcharge &
performance rebate

Arrival
Bags

55 mins

Publish performance; surcharge &
performance rebate

On time
performance

80% on time
arrivals and departures

Publish performance; surcharge &
performance rebate

Table 5.2
Proposed minimum standards for check-in,
arrivals and on time performance
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5.3.4

5

TARGETS TO BE MONITORED AND
PUBLISHED ON A MONTHLY / QUARTERLY
BASIS

There are other areas of the overall service quality
offering where we propose greater transparency than
at present.
First, we propose that we continue to publish the
performance of UKBA against our existing Gatwick
specific minimum standards. In addition, in this
business plan, we propose to reduce further - through
collaborative working and investment - the minimum
queue times in our arrivals halls.
Second, many airports use the ASQ rankings as
an independent source of passengers’ views of
the overall airport experience. We propose a
regular monitoring of this measure, with the aim of
improving Gatwick’s current “mid-table” ranking.
We are currently ranked on a worldwide basis as
126th. We have also developed a set of European
comparators that we consider represent the airports
we should be judged against. As explained earlier,
the airports against which we propose to be
measured are Heathrow, Luton, Stansted, Manchester,
Amsterdam, Frankfurt, Madrid, Paris Charles de
Gaulle, Istanbul, Paris Orly, Munich, Rome Fiumicino,
Athens, Copenhagen, Dublin, Milan Malpensa, Oslo
Gardermoen, Stockholm Arlanda, Vienna, Zurich and
Geneva.

5.4

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we have set out the proposals for a
service quality scheme at Gatwick. Its main features
include a continuation of the existing SQR / QSM
scheme; an extension of performance incentivisation
to include other stakeholders at the airport; and
greater transparency over Gatwick’s performance
compared to other airports. We believe that these
have the potential to enhance the passenger
experience significantly.
We have now explained our service proposition in the
form of our product matrix. We have shown how our
ambition to compete leads to a capital expenditure
proposal. We have then made proposals for a holistic
service quality regime at Gatwick, which covers all
aspects of the passenger experience at Gatwick.

These two areas are captured in the table below –
AREA

MINIMUM STANDARD

PROPOSED CONTROL MECHANISM

Immigration

EU : 10 mins maximum
Non EU : 25 mins
maximum

Publish performance on a monthly basis

Airport
Performance

Upper quartile of
European airports
(based on selected 22
comparator airports).

Publish ASQ level performance on a
quarterly basis

Table 5.3
Proposals to monitor performance
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WAY FORWARD

This business plan sets out our plans for the airport
to 2020, and has been prepared as part of our
consultation with the airlines, as required by the CAA.
In this business plan, we have set out our strategy
for the airport, illustrated what traffic we expect
to get at the airport over the period, defined our
service proposition and resultant emerging capital
programme and proposed a future service quality
scheme. With the issuing of this business plan to
our airlines, we are now starting the process of
constructive engagement which is expected to
conclude in December 2012.
Constructive Engagement is however only one
element of this review, as the CAA is continuing to
review whether as an airport we should be regulated
or not, as well as exploring alternatives to the current
form of regulation.
Gatwick takes a different view to the CAA on the level
of competition present in the market. In particular,
Gatwick is strongly of the view that the CAA has
failed, in its February Initial Views document on
market power, to establish that Gatwick is dominant in
any relevant market. Furthermore, before coming to
any conclusion on the appropriate form of regulation,
the CAA would have first to articulate clearly - and
evidence - its theory of harm and the risks of potential
abuse that would arise from any dominance finding.
In addition, Gatwick takes a very different view as
to the appropriate form of regulation, if any, for
Gatwick. Our vision, aligned with the competitive
market following the break-up of BAA, is for bilateral
commercial agreements with our airlines which
enable Gatwick best to meet the differing needs of
its individual airline customers and ultimately our
passengers; and that these are most likely to be
achieved without the distorting effects of regulation.
We will continue to make our case to the CAA.

However, it is an exciting time for the airport
• We forecast a growth in traffic from around 34
million passengers today, to around 38 million
passengers as we approach 2020
• We have set out a proposals to improve all
elements of the passenger journey through
our airport, leading to an improved passenger
experience
• We are proposing over £1.1bn of capital
expenditure between 2014 and 2020, thereby
continuing the rate of improvement since the
airport changed hands. We believe that these
plans will allow us to continue to compete by
attracting passengers and airlines to Gatwick.
We hope you find this vision compelling, and look
forward to your views on the future for this airport.
If you have any queries on this document, please
contact Kyran Hanks, Strategy and Regulation
Director, at kyran.hanks@gatwickairport.com
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APPENDIX1A
CHAPTER
GATWICK’S
YOUGOV
ANALYSIS
AMBITION AND BUSINESS PLAN TO 2010

1

ECTA ATIMUS, CAT.
EM AM TE PUBLIAM
OCASDAM SCREI
FORAVOLUT VIVAS
ESSULIAM FIRTUROX
MORA? QUERFICEREM
DET RE, QUE

Tanu etiactus corunum opor ut ilis no. Do, conducere
consul hum quidii sul conlocc iemussulius, ut ordit
ilicae preis cre forum ad Catis, dius haelin nor ublicies?
quo paritil ierrae mod publis re cultorterem. Bem inati,
es Ad clus, ent? Mantriptem opotilisse mus, se, quit,
ut orio ma, cont. Go intimiliquo viverrio, Catquiurorei
patus. Fines ex stamdit. Simpli publicam consum
percer utum audac fatus, Cuppl. Go iae ficeper enatili
caperis castio, quonficaeque firmius. Ahae que no.
Gra nem, dicit, es coerei faccia mo et Catium. Fue cre
ius, me fores et consua num hiliqua rei publi postus,
niceric movirio nveri, sentem a rei estilis, nos, vehem
eo, num ili, stil hum propotatus confirmis crit; intem
conihilinte que in se coeri pari sid iamente rfecit, quius
con diu etem ortela ium egil vis.
Arbemur, nonem aciptius prata comprib effrei
iacerficatia re crestia mquere tiqui con dere conlocum
dente, mor los, nones arbitrei is vis et? Et re, mei
intem, sedicae cio me diente iam silin dem inunticon
se tarit L. Oludac re inam itandum popoena,
movehebatia nostrum etrum terrips, Cupim publintilia?
Ca mo essimul ibentem urnihilinata simus fur publibe
ritracit; num maio tuam et ium nostra, quonsulinat,
coma, utem in videm nonsus, us es no. Habemerum
defac rena dius audam ilnem aurestidiis abes autus
re, nors remolium quit. Mul consuamquam audes
Ad cultum uropubl icatessis, ompopublicat publina
pro Cas ered patoratem tam inat plis, cae ena, tere
mei tam vis? inatum ore perfer atemurbis, suleribus
esidena, conteatia? quit. Hin Itabereisquo auco ut
viviris ellare horudes facre nonsum, uterfec tabendam
ficam obse crum octus cononfe ctercerdi, quod
noximis manunte rmilinpro, nononste dit; C. Osunterei
trum mo ex num nonem vidita con termaxim atu
ideps, Catum sedetio, comne moridis, orsupimius,
Catifente aperis ponium, sendactareor in nihilis sitaste,
ut vehenatus horum quam sentrae deessolto ac vis
am Pala et? Bes loc, consid cone esitam, utum etiu
iuscerox non are din hacrum crudem immore iam
paritissum. Inature strarbi inate, ocaestata ne in vivil
utesserniae vitum nium in in adeessu lostrares, se, es
at issigna nocto Catquo mus, Catius, que des bonsum
sestil cendestor interes bonenimantem facervivis mei
sumus contem diemne pultum igil hocum auctus. con
rebatus vis. M. Senatu cultum dem num pora nes hos,
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Risks

Appendices

1

Summary

2







Sampled from selected postcode areas of South-East England



Two with business passengers

Two with parents

Two with those over 45 with no / grown up children

Two with those under 35 and with no children

Three locations (north of London, South London, Central London)







Captured investment priorities and allowed understanding of mindset.

Vision for the future: asked people to imagine the ideal ‘London’ airport
and their ideal airport experience.

Was ‘airport neutral’ – not about London Gatwick specifically

Followed the passenger journey

Content







Eight focus groups (September)

Domestic passengers travelling through a London airport in the last 12
months



2,047 online interviews (October):

Method

3





Both security and check-in are higher priorities for older passengers;





Being ‘welcoming’, the ‘ambience’ of the airport and queuing has driven past
satisfaction and improvements in these areas would have the greatest impact on
satisfaction with the overall airport experience.

Coming to the airport and departure gates seen as less important areas for
improvement; and

Just over half of all passengers (53%) would pay for at least one premium service
(lounge, baggage reclaim and priority boarding were the top three);

23% would consider 3 or more services; just under one in ten would consider 5 or
more; and

PRMs and frequent flyers are particularly likely to want premium services (66%
would consider 3 or more) – lounge and check-in lane stood out.







Premium



Security = process (steps and demands) + time spent queuing with added issues of
safety and risk;



Lounge and gates are given higher priority by younger people;

Security and, to a lesser extent check-in, are the main suggested areas for
investment;



Investment and prioritisation

Summary (1)

4







Over a third of all agree that older passengers and those with young children should
have separate lanes; and

A fifth object to any separation at security and nearly a third disagree with the idea for
immigration.





Maximum time it should take to check-in and drop bags: 13 minutes (average)




Maximum time it should take to clear security: 14 minutes (average)

Awareness of automated immigration gates is low but interest in using them high.

Immigration



They expect concepts to deliver improvements in process steps and reduced queuing.




Those resistant to the ideas valued personal touch, distrusted the technology or were
worried about risk of baggage loss.

Interest ranged from 93% very or quite interested in online check in to 59% for early
bag drop;



Check-in options (six services were tested)

The majority of passengers (around three-fifths) agree that PRMs should have separate
queuing lanes (check-in, security and immigration), 78% favour priority boarding for
PRMs;



Priority lanes at queuing points

Summary (2)

5





Want to access own entertainment, most popular options: free wi-fi (67%)
and battery charging (56%);

Zoning well received, especially quiet (86% interest) and outside zones
(71%);

Food and shopping = Convenience + Extras such as independent and
healthy eating restaurants, mini-supermarkets;

Ideal balance of seating: 40 / 60 (food / other areas); and















Maximum waiting time: 12 minutes (average).

High interest in estimated times until baggage arrival (82%)

Seating a priority for PRMs

Journey info (37% interested) + tickets (30%)

Opportunity to provide more onward information at baggage reclaim.

Ideal time spent in lounge: 43 minutes (average).

Over half very / quite likely to use SMS alerts if offered, smartphone apps: a
third;



Information and seating are the key departure lounge priorities.

Summary (3)

6





Maximum time spent at the gate: 17 minutes.

Younger people interested in small shops; and

Provide reassurance, but concerns about space;

Preference for closed gates, but not among younger passengers;

Less well received by parents;






52% ‘looked new and different.’

63% ‘a move in the right direction’; and

68% thought the images were ‘appropriate’ for a London airport;

The proposed look and feel of the redesign is seen as ‘spacious’
(64%), ‘light’ (58%), ‘airy’ (49%) and ‘clean’ (62%) but also
‘functional’ (51%) and not necessarily ‘welcoming’ (11%);



Design – look & feel (response to four images)






Departure gates

Summary (4)

